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INTRODUCTION

One of the important functions of JPI CH is to act as a node for research-based heritage practice in Europe.
Therefore, the process of knowledge transfer/exchange with heritage practitioners is an important aspect of
the JPI. The purpose of Task 2.2 is to reinforce this aspect.
Grant Agreement indicates that at least 3 different activities will be undertaken during this CSA aiming to
implement this objective. Variable geometry is an important aspect in the activities, drawing on the main
priorities of the different partners in heritage practice. It is foreseen the range of possible activities to be
explored: dedicated workshops, exchange visits, training modules. At months 18 and 36 a report of the
concrete activities, assessing their impact, will be delivered (p. 13).
Deliverable 2.5 aims to give the final evaluation of the task 2.2. Plan of knowledge exchange activities directed
towards heritage practice have been presented as deliverable 2.3 (June 2016). The plan foresees three types
of actions: identification action (February 2017), discussion action (October 2017), implementation action
(June 2018). In deliverable 2.4 (June 2017) the first report on activities of knowledge exchange with heritage
practice have been presented. First two actions have been described there: a networking action (as a part of
Joint Programming Initiative on Cultural Heritage Workshop: Funded research projects Parade, Brussels, 2021 February 2017) and workshop (“Cultural heritage concepts and theories: value problems in the process of
preservation of the 20th century historic urban landscape”, Vilnius, September 28-29th, 2017, Lithuanian
National Commission for UNESCO).
It is important to mention that on 12th of June 2018 the statement for the “Workshop on the role of JPICH
Funded research projects on Heritage Practice” (The Vilnius document) have been signed as a Joint Statement
by ICCROM and JPICH (appendix 1). This is a direct outcome of T.2.2. The statemen aims to emphasise the
role of better communication between heritage research and practice. Along the other issues the statement
recognizes: “the participation of a wider range of stakeholders in research would improve the relevance and
impact of scientific discovery. Moreover, the prioritization of knowledge exchange and impact can reduce
the time-lag for the new research evidence to be translated into practice and enhance value for end-users”.
Considering the material of above mentioned deliverables 2.3 and 2.4., the deliverable 2.5 will present the
third action. In the plan of knowledge exchange activities, the third action have been foreseen as a phase of
implementation. According to the plan of actions which have been presented in its final form in D.2.4, the
summer school for heritage practitioners/students has been foreseen as a pilot instrument for knowledge
exchange. International summer school “Promoting the Progressive: Modernism and its Value as a historic
Urban landscape” have been organized in Kaunas, 25-29th June, 2018. Summer school have been organized
together with European capital of culture Kaunas2022, Kaunas university of Technology and The Bartlett
School of Architecture (see: http://mokykla.modernizmasateiciai.lt/en/)
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ACTION 3: INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL

Concept
The driving idea of the international summer school comes from the concept of the T.2.2 “Heritage practice”.
First and foremost, the school aimed to provide a tool to transfer academic experience to cultural heritage
practice. Therefore, the main keywords of the event was: knowledge transfer, interdisciplinarity, progress,
historic urban landscape.
Main organizers of the international summer school were: the Kaunas2022 – the office of European Capital
of Culture, Lithuanian Research Council, Kaunas University of Technology and the Bartlett School of
Architecture. Therefore, the team consisted of practitioners and academicians.
The keynote lecturers of the school: historian of architecture and theoretician of cultural heritage – asoc.
prof. Edward Denison (the Bartlett School of Architecture) and practicing architect as well as a academic
teacher – Hannah Corlett (ASSEMBLAGE / The Bartlett School of Architecture). Background of the teachers
combines heritage theory and practice. The local team also reflects the idea of cooperation between
academic institutions and practice: asoc. prof. Vaidas Petrulis represented Kaunas university of Technology
and local architectural office “Office de architectura” represented practitioners working in historic
environment.
Participants of the school have been selected aiming to keep balance between local young professionals of
cultural heritage and international students with different backgrounds: architecture, sociology, design,
history etc. (appendix 2). Part of the Lithuanian participant work in association of Lithuanian municipalities,
cultural heritage department and other local institutions and organizations.
The summer school have been organized as one of the events for 2018 European Year of Cultural Heritage
in Lithuania. EYCH 2018 coincide with the centenary of Lithuania’s independence, causing the country to give
special attention to symbols of modernisation, especially to modernist architecture, which bears witness to
an optimistic and progressive Europe. Therefore, the idea of the summer school concentrated on the legacy
of 1918-1940, and Kaunas, former temporary capital of Lithuania, as a case study.
Kaunas possesses the most significant and outstanding modernist architectural heritage in Lithuania. From
1918 to 1940, Kaunas’s urban and architectural characters were forged by the processes that were essential
to that period – modernisation and progress. The modernist architecture of Kaunas was granted European
Heritage Label status in 2015, while in 2017 it was placed on the nation’s tentative list of UNESCO World
Heritage sites. And, in 2022, Kaunas will be the European Capital of Culture. All of these events have been
stimulated by a growing appreciation for modernist heritage and its recognition, reinterpretation, and
reverence.
The preparation to get into the actual UNESCO World Heritage list is a long, multi-faceted process involving
many complex issues of heritage protection. An attempt to strike a balance between the preservation of the
historic character of the site and encouraging the city’s sustainable development is an extremely difficult
task. Buildings of varying degrees of historic value are at the same time part of the everyday life. This is a
universal issue facing the architecture and historic urban environments of the twentieth century. Therefore,
the interaction of theory and practice it is crucially important there.
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Results

The Summer School focused on the urban fabric of Kaunas. After getting familiar with the historical parts of
the city Žaliakalnis and Naujamiestis, participants of the Summer School have been invited to prepare
experimental architectural scenarios for the future development of this territory or selected sites within
these areas. Ideas aimed to offer a way to preserve the modernist architecture, which is essential to the local
character, while also proposing new interventions at different scales that reinterpret, reinvigorate and
revitalise the city. The works aimed questioning the concepts of value and authenticity, asking whether
authenticity should be perceived in terms of tangible artefacts or can include intangible attributes, such as
modernist notions of progress.
During the Summer School students listened to the introductory lectures and did the heritage walks with
teachers to discuss the legacy of the modern city of Kaunas. Then the students worked in four groups
analysing selected case studies and providing ideas for architectural scenarios. Afterwards the results have
been presented to the public in form of public presentation, open air pavilion and a short documentary film.

Photos

Learning process:
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Site visits:
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Presentation of the results:
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Outdoor pavilion with the results of the Summer school (September-October 2018, Kaunas):
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Three different activities were foreseen to be carried out as a result of T.2.2 “Heritage practice” until
the moth 36. All three activities have been implemented. Activity 1 – a networking action as a part
of Joint Programming Initiative on Cultural Heritage Workshop: Funded research projects Parade
(Brussels, 20-21 February 2017). Activity 2 – workshop aiming to increase visibility of the research
results of the projects funded by JPICH (Vilnius, 28-29th September 2017). Activity 3 – international
summer school as a pilot instrument for knowledge exchange (Kaunas, 25-29th June 2018).
2. As an additional result of the activity 2 – the statement for the “Workshop on the role of JPICH
Funded research projects on Heritage Practice” (The Vilnius document) have been signed as a Joint
Statement by ICCROM and JPICH.
3. Activity 3 has been foreseen as a pilot instrument for knowledge exchange. International summer
school for cultural heritage practitioners and students aimed to transfer theory (first of all the
concept of Historic urban landscape (HUL)) into practice. It is important to notice that the summer
school have been organized with European capital of culture Kaunas2022, Kaunas university of
Technology and The Bartlett School of Architecture together with Lithuanian Research Council,
Architecture and Urbanism Research Centre of Kaunas University of Technology and Office de
Architectura. A wide network of partners will ensure the continuity of the Summer School. Next
summer school is foreseen on June 17-23, 2019 in Kačerginė (Lithuania).
4. Overall the actions of T.2.2 have been focused on the exchange of knowledge and mobility of experts
through presenting results of the JPICH funded projects and important concepts of contemporary
cultural heritage protection (such as HUL) to target auditorium in form of workshop and summer
school. Keywords of the T.2.2 “Heritage practices” are: knowledge sharing, networking and training.
It is expected that these actions will contribute to the development of awareness on JPICH among
cultural heritage professionals.
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